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Abstract17

Rapid increases in solar wind dynamic pressure, known as solar wind pressure pulses,18

compress the Earth’s magnetosphere and can rapidly restructure the electrodynamics19

within. The propagation of pressure pulse effects into the magnetosphere is known as20

a geomagnetic sudden commencement (SC). SCs can be further subdivided into com-21

pressions which are rapidly followed by a geomagnetic storm (a sudden storm commence-22

ment, SSC) and those which are not (a sudden impulse, SI). In this paper, SSCs and SIs23

are compared and contrasted, and we examine in particular the differences between the24

pressure pulses that drive SSCs/SIs, and explore the physical conditions of the magne-25

tosphere before pressure pulse arrival. Firstly, it is shown that SSCs are more likely to26

be driven by pressure pulses with higher magnitude and/or shorter rise time. Secondly,27

the magnetosphere is primed by stronger driving conditions and higher geomagnetic ac-28

tivity prior to SSCs than SIs. Finally, there is a solar cycle dependence in the occurrence29

and magnitude of solar wind pressure pulses.30

Plain Language Summary31

The solar wind’s dynamic pressure controls the size of the cavity the Earth’s mag-32

netic field forms in space. When the pressure increases rapidly, this is known as a solar33

wind pressure pulse. Pressure pulses can affect currents and magnetic fields within the34

Earth’s space environment, and can have serious space weather implications. In this pa-35

per, the differences between pressure pulses that are followed by geomagnetic storms (large36

releases of energy in the Earth’s system), and those that are not are investigated. The37

state of the Earth’s system before the arrival of the pressure pulse is also considered, and38

its contribution to the resulting space weather effects. It is shown that larger pressure39

pulses are more likely to trigger a geomagnetic storm. Additionally, analysis presented40

shows that the Earth’s system may already be active prior to the triggering of these storms.41

Finally, the occurrence and strength of pressure pulse events follows solar activity.42

1 Introduction43

The size and shape of the Earth’s magnetosphere is controlled by the balance of44

solar wind dynamic pressure and magnetic pressure from Earth’s magnetic field. The so-45

lar wind dynamic pressure has been observed to vary over short and long timescales. When46

it increases rapidly over timescales of minutes, this is known as a solar wind pressure pulse.47

When a pressure pulse impacts the magnetosphere and its effects are propagated within48

the terrestrial space environment, this is known as a geomagnetic sudden commencement49

(SC, Araki, 1994; Fujita, 2019), and coined a ‘Geospace Concussion’ by Shi et al. (2022).50

SCs are often identified by a rapid increase in the ring current index SYM-H (e.g., Hori51

et al., 2015), denoting an increase in the H component of the Earth’s magnetic field in52

the equatorial plane (SYM-H is described in detail in section 2). Although not defined53

consistently in the literature, in this paper a sudden storm commencement (SSC, Tay-54

lor et al., 1994; Taylor, 1994; Kokubun, 1983; Burch, 1972) is defined as an SC which55

rapidly triggers a geomagnetic storm, otherwise, it is defined as a sudden impulse (SI,56

e.g., Takeuchi, Russell, & Araki, 2002).57

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and corotating interaction regions (CIRs) are the58

cause of most of the solar wind pressure pulses which drive SCs (e.g., Zuo et al., 2015).59

In fact, Veenadhari et al. (2012) showed that SCs are driven by CMEs with twice the60

average CME speed, and that SC amplitude increases with increasing shock speed or Mach61

number. Taylor et al. (1994) determined that SSCs are driven by the violent eruptions62

of plasma from the solar corona which form CMEs. Conversely, Storm Gradual Com-63

mencements (SGCs, storms that do not follow a rapid compression or SC) were shown64

to be driven by CIR compressions (Taylor et al., 1994). When there is no subsequent storm65

within 6-12 hours (Taylor et al., 1994), a positive SI (+SI) may be generated from a rapid66
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increase in pressure, and a negative SI (-SI) may be generated from a rapid decrease in67

pressure. It is important to note that this criterion is imperfect: for some magnetic clouds68

the storm that follows can start beyond 12 hours later (e.g., Gopalswamy, 2008), although69

the average and median delay times shown by Gopalswamy (2008) are below 12 hours.70

There is a solar cycle dependence to the occurrence of many solar phenomena, for ex-71

ample the occurrence rate of CMEs peaks around solar cycle maximum and during the72

declining phase of the solar cycle the Sun’s tilted dipole leads to a regular pattern of CIR73

compressions (Jackman et al., 2004, and references therein) and rarefactions during each74

solar rotation (Gosling, 1996; Crooker et al., 1999). Therefore a solar cycle dependence75

of SCs is anticipated, and indeed a solar cycle dependence to the occurrence of SCs was76

presented by Fogg (2021), and a 10-11 year periodicity in SSCs was presented by Mendoza77

et al. (2003).78

SCs and the pressure pulses that drive them have been detected by various authors79

with different methods and criteria. Coco et al. (2011) defined a pressure pulse as a change80

of at least 3 nPa in under 10 minutes, and detected about 300 events from roughly 4 years81

of ACE data. Recently, A. Boudouridis and Zesta (2021) used non-linear least squares82

fitting of a step-like function to detect pressure pulses from Wind and ACE data. SCs83

can be directly detected in the H component of ground magnetometer data (e.g., Araki84

et al., 2004), or equivalently in SYM-H: Hori et al. (2015) defined an SC signature as an85

increase of at least 5 nT with a minimum gradient of about 15 nT per 10 seconds.86

Araki et al. (2004) investigated the relationship between the amplitude (dH) and87

the rise time (dT) of an SC using 108 events detected in low latitude ground magnetome-88

ter data. While they defined a relationship between dH and dT, they also defined these89

parameters in terms of controlling factors. Araki et al. (2004) notes that dT is controlled90

by the geoeffective magnetospheric length, solar wind velocity, characteristic Alfvén wave91

velocity and Mach number. The geoeffective magnetospheric length here is the distance92

between the subsolar point and the point tailwards beyond which compression effects do93

not propagate to the ground. Therefore they argue that a shock with a higher Mach num-94

ber has a larger pressure increase, and sweeps over the entire magnetosphere quicker -95

this may produce an SC with a shorter dT and larger dH. Siscoe et al. (1968) showed96

that the amplitude of the SC is proportional to the amplitude of the pressure pulse; this97

relationship was later investigated by Russell et al. (1992); Takeuchi, Araki, et al. (2002)98

who both found that for each 1 nPa
1
2 in the square root of dynamic pressure, a change99

of 15.0-16.5 nT in the H component of ground magnetometers (and indeed SYM-H (Takeuchi,100

Araki, et al., 2002)) was observed.101

Araki (1994) proposed a model for the propagation of SC effects into the terres-102

trial magnetosphere, via compressional mode propagation in the equatorial plane, and103

down field lines as Alfvén waves at high latitudes. The magnetosphere is compressed by104

the arrival of a pressure pulse, increasing the magnetopause current. The magnetopause105

current connects with a current along the compressional wavefront, which travels anti-106

sunwards through the equatorial plane. Within this current loop, the increased current107

results in an induced increase in the magnetic field: this is observed as an increase in the108

H component of magnetometer stations. SYM-H, the ring current index (Iyemori, 1990),109

is averaged over the H component of near-equatorial magnetometers, and hence observes110

this step change in magnitude.111

The compressional wave couples to magnetic field lines to generate Alfvén waves112

which travel down to the high latitude ionosphere (this has been shown by Chi et al. (2006)113

to follow the Tamao (1964) path). Magnetometers observe a superposition of both the114

compressional and Alfvén mode waves: signatures of a step change for the former, and115

a bipolar oscillation for the latter. A larger component of compressional signature is ob-116

served at lower latitudes, and the signature is dominated by Alfvén component at higher117

latitudes (Fogg et al., 2023; Piersanti & Villante, 2016); there is also a local time depen-118

dence to the polarity of the Alfvén signature (Takeuchi, Araki, et al., 2002). Araki (1994)119
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suggests that the Alfvén and compressional components are observed simultaneously in120

magnetometer data, although Araki et al. (1997); Fujita et al. (2003) suggests that the121

Alfvén propagation follow the compressional mode. However, Fogg et al. (2023) presented122

some evidence that the Alfvén propagation reaches the high latitude ionosphere slightly123

before compressional components are seen at equatorial magnetometer stations.124

SCs don’t occur in isolation: as with any space weather phenomenon they can ex-125

cite and restructure the electrodynamics within the magnetosphere. As a result of Alfvén126

propagation, Araki (1994) predicts a pair of high latitude convection vortices (now known127

as lobe reconnection cells) - tightly wound circulation of F region plasma - collocated with128

high latitude field aligned currents (FACs). These ‘lobe’ reconnection-type signatures129

(Crooker, 1992; Chisham et al., 2004; Imber et al., 2006) were observed around SI on-130

set by Coco et al. (2008), and observed collocated with consistent FAC and auroral sig-131

natures by Fogg et al. (2023). Finally, Araki (1994) predicted that these signatures would132

be quickly countered by an opposing set of vortices and FACs, although more recent ob-133

servations (e.g., Gillies et al., 2012) suggest that SC effects continue until the compres-134

sion ends. Additionally, SCs have been shown to affect the electron density structure in135

the ionosphere (Coco et al., 2005, 2011; Gillies et al., 2012), enhance and/or alter twin136

cell ionospheric convection (Gillies et al., 2012; Hori et al., 2015), generate FACs (Fujita137

et al., 2003; Ozturk et al., 2017) and affect the size and intensity of the auroral oval (A. E. Boudouridis138

et al., 2003). Finally, Smith et al. (2021) related SC effects to geomagnetically induced139

currents, by presenting large rates of change in the H component of 12 magnetometer140

stations.141

Although the effects of SIs and SSCs (and their umbrella term SCs) have been in-142

vestigated, it is not clear why some SCs result in geomagnetic storms, and others do not.143

Hence, the fundamental question remains: why are some pressure pulses followed by ge-144

omagnetic storms and others are not? This is the premise for this study, a comparison145

of the solar wind drivers and preceding geomagnetic states for the two different types146

of SC. This will help to unravel how solar wind pressure pulses couple to the magneto-147

sphere - ionosphere system, and how much the priming of the magnetosphere contributes148

to this coupling. Understanding which solar wind pressure pulses result in geomagnetic149

storms is of prime importance in space weather forecasting since geomagnetic storms are150

one of the key phenomena which influence space weather.151

Firstly, the data used to probe the state of solar wind - magnetosphere - ionosphere152

coupling in this paper are described in section 2. Next, the SC event list used in the pa-153

per is described in detail in section 3, along with an examination of the events themselves154

and their relationship with solar cycle. Then statistical differences between SIs and SSCs155

are examined in terms of the events themselves, and the priming of the magnetosphere156

in section 4. Finally, a superposed epoch analysis of various solar wind and geomagnetic157

parameters is presented for SIs and SSCs in section 5, followed by concluding remarks.158

2 Data159

In this study, interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and solar wind data, along with160

geomagnetic indices are used to characterise the effects of solar wind pressure pulses on161

the magnetosphere. All of these data are retrieved from the OMNI (Weimer et al., 2002,162

2003; Weimer & King, 2008; King & Papitashvili, 2005) 1-minute resolution dataset, down-163

loaded from OMNIWeb: https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/hw.html. Firstly, compo-164

nents BZ,GSM , BY,GSM and total magnetic field magnitude BT =
√
B2

X +B2
Y +B2

Z165

are used to characterise the coupling of the IMF to the Earth’s magnetosphere. To rep-166

resent solar wind - magnetosphere coupling, the solar wind flow speed (VSW ), particle167

density (NSW ) and dynamic pressure (PSW ) are also retrieved.168
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Provided by the World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto, the auroral elec-169

trojet (AE, World Data Center for Geomagnetism Kyoto et al., 2015; Davis & Sugiura,170

1966) and ring current (SYM-H, Iyemori, 1990) indices, as well as the polar cap index171

(PCN , provided by the World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Copenhagen, Stauning172

(2013); Troshichev et al. (1979); Troshichev and Andrezen (1985)) are used to charac-173

terise geomagnetic activity. The polar cap index (PCN ) is proportional to the variation174

in the trace of a polar latitude magnetometer, and incorporates information on the so-175

lar wind and IMF variability. The auroral electrojet index (AE) and ring current index176

(SYM-H) are derived from the H component of magnetometers at auroral (AE), and equa-177

torial (SYM-H) latitudes, and which change as a result of variations in the local mag-178

netic field as a result of overhead currents. All are available as part of the OMNI data179

set and are retrieved from OMNIWeb. PCN is an indicator of the speed of flux trans-180

port across the polar cap, and equivalently the strength of polar ionospheric currents and181

convection. AE is an indicator of the strength of auroral electrodynamics, and famously182

shows excitations relating to substorm dynamics. SYM-H provides an estimate of the183

strength of the equatorial ring current, and is most often used as an indicator of geomag-184

netic storm activity; however it also shows rapid positive excursions as a result of pres-185

sure pulse arrival (e.g., Hori et al., 2015).186

Finally, the sunspot number is used to characterise solar activity. Both the monthly187

sunspot number and the 13 month smoothed sunspot number are used to characterise188

the stage of the solar cycle; these are both obtained from Sunspot Index and Long-term189

Solar Observations (SILSO) at the Royal Observatory of Belgium (2020).190

3 Sudden Commencement Events and Exploration of Parameter Space191

To allow a statistical study of SC events, the catalogue of SC events compiled by192

the Observatori de l’Ebre (hereafter called OE events, Observatori de l’Ebre, 2020) was193

used, including all positive events (increases) from 1995 to 2017 inclusive (a total of 410194

events). OE events are freely available from: https://www.obsebre.es/en/rapid. At195

date of download, definitive OE events are available until 2019. However, auroral indices196

in the OMNI dataset (described in section 2) are available until part way through 2018.197

Since complete datasets from both sources are needed, in this study the interval of over-198

lap ends in 2017. The window from 1995 was used as this gives a broad parameter space199

of two solar cycles, and is a time period over which OMNI data are continuously avail-200

able. The OE search algorithm looks for sudden increases in the magnetic field in mag-201

netometer data at roughly equatorial stations (up to ≈33◦N), and classifies an SC as an202

increase with gradient of at least 3 nT minute−1. For the OE dataset, entries from 2006203

(at time of writing), include a definition of whether an event is an SI/SSC. If, within the204

next 48 hours either Dst (roughly equivalent to SYM-H) decreases to at least -50 nT or205

the Kp (a measure of the disturbance in the geomagnetic field) index rises to at least 5,206

they define the event as an SSC, otherwise, it is flagged as an SI. In this study, the OE207

definition seperating SSCs and SIs is considered too conservative, and a different def-208

inition is utilised, and described below.209

SC events have been automatically detected by authors using various different cri-210

teria, sometimes within SYM-H or H component data, and other times in the solar wind211

pressure data, as described in section 1. However, the OE event list was chosen for this212

study as it provides a multi-decadal archive, and is freely and openly available online,213

which enhances the repeatability and openness of this research.214

The distributions of characteristics of SC events is presented in Figure 1. In Fig-215

ure 1(a), the distribution of SC amplitude, the magnitude of the increase in nT, is pre-216

sented. The median of the distribution is 19.04 nT, and the distribution extends into some217

extreme events with magnitude greater than 120 nT. Figure 1(b) contains the distribu-218

tion of the event duration or ‘rise time’, the minutes spent increasing by the recorded219
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Figure 1. Histograms of SC (a) event amplitude (b) event duration or ‘rise time’ (c) event

rise gradient from the OE event list (410 events total). Dashed purple line indicates the median

of the distribution. In panel (b) the dotted grey line indicates the 10 minute limit of Coco et al.

(2011).
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Figure 2. Normalised histograms (counts divided by total number of counts and bin width)

of (a) SYM-H (b) AE (c) PCN (d) BZ,GSM . Filled grey histogram is data from the full period

1995-2017 inclusive, teal line histogram is data from the 30 minutes preceding each OE SC event.

The median of the teal distribution is indicated with a dashed vertical line. Where appropriate,

zero is indicated with a solid black vertical line.

amplitude, which has a median of 4.6 minutes. The distribution is mostly symmetrical,220

with few events above the 10 minute rise time limit of Coco et al. (2011) (indicated on221

the panel with a dotted grey line). Finally, the distribution of the gradient, the ampli-222

tude divided by the duration, is presented in Figure 1(c). The median value is 3.9 nT223

minute−1, and the distribution follows a similar shape to that for the amplitude.224

To ensure the parameter space for the OE SC events is not biasing results, the dis-225

tribution of different geomagnetic indices and IMF BZ are compared for the full period226

1995-2017, and just in the 30 minutes preceding each SC (the sample is a concatenated227

list of the parameter from 30 minutes before each SC onset). The parameters within this228

30 minute window will describe how the magnetosphere is primed preceding the SC; a229

30 minute window was used as beyond this the driving conditions may vary further, in-230

cluding driving by events other than pressure pulses. In Figure 2(a), the distribution of231

SYM-H for 1995-2017 inclusive is plotted as a grey shade, and for the 30 minute win-232

dow as a teal line histogram. The two distributions are very similar, and the median value233

for the 30 minute window is -5 nT. The distributions for AE (Figure 2(b)), PCN (Fig-234

ure 2(c)) and IMF BZ (Figure 2(d)) are also similar for both 1995-2017 and the 30 minute235

window. This quantitative examination of baseline conditions shows that on average the236
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Figure 3. SC amplitude as a function of duration or ‘rise time’ for SIs in pink, and SSCs in

purple from 1995-2017.

magnetosphere is not primed in any biased way preceding OE SCs. Although seemingly237

obvious, it is an important result that shows that the magnetosphere knows nothing of238

the pressure pulse until it arrives, and hence the SC is a result of pressure pulse com-239

pression.240

The OE event list defines an SSC as any event where Dst or Kp reaches an empir-241

ical threshold within 48 hours. Firstly, this definition cannot be used in this study since242

events are only stratified by type from 2006 onwards. Secondly, given the dynamism of243

the Earth’s space environment and the solar wind phenomena which can drive it, much244

can change within 48 hours, and so this definition may be too broad. Taylor et al. (1994);245

Taylor (1994) showed that for small SSCs, Dst (equivalent to SYM-H) reached -50 nT246

within 12 hours after onset of the characteristic rapid increase. For large SSCs, they showed247

that Dst reached -50 nT within 6 hours. Following on from this work, the OE SC events248

are further divided into SIs or SSCs based on a more relaxed empirical criterion than OE249

itself applies. An event is classified as an SSC if SYM-H reaches -40 nT within 12 hours250

of onset; this criterion was empirically adjusted based on the work by Taylor et al. (1994);251

Taylor (1994). Otherwise, an event is classified as an SI. Using this definition, 199 events252

are classified as SIs, and 211 are classified as SSCs. Of course, this definition is not in-253

fallible: within the 12 hours that follow onset, there could be, for example a change to254

strongly southward IMF, which in the end drives a geomagnetic storm, without which255

the event may have only been an SI. However, further classification of events based on256

potential driving phenomenon in the 12 hour window would be non-trivial, and is out257

of the scope of this paper.258

Expanding on work by Araki et al. (2004) (whose study utilised 108 SCs), the am-259

plitude of SC events is presented as a function of event duration or ‘rise time’ in Figure260

3 for all events 1995-2017. Uniquely here, events are separated into SIs and SSCs using261

the revised definition described previously. Firstly considering the overall distribution,262
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Figure 4. Number of SC events in each year from 1995 to 2017 inclusive. One bar per year;

purple bar indicates SSCs, pink indicates SIs; purple and pink are stacked on top of each other.

Monthly sunspot number shown in grey, smoothed monthly sunspot number shown in black.

there is a large cluster of events under around 20 nT amplitude (in keeping with the pre-263

viously presented median of 19.04 nT) across a range of event durations, confirming re-264

sults by Araki et al. (2004). Although most of the events fall within a similar amplitude-265

duration region, SSCs extend further in amplitude than SIs which plateau at around 60266

nT amplitude. In duration, excluding one extreme SSC event, SIs tend to longer dura-267

tions. Excluding two extreme SSCs, the distribution forms a similar decaying ‘L’ shape268

as that found by Araki et al. (2004), extending to higher amplitudes for SSCs.269

3.1 Solar cycle dependence of SCs270

The annual occurrence of SC events from 1995-2017 is presented in Figure 4; each271

bar is a stacked pair, pink indicates the number of SIs, and purple the number of SSCs.272

The combined height of both bars hence indicates the total number of SCs (which can273

be further subdivided into SIs and SSCs). The monthly sunspot number, a measure of274

solar cycle, is overplotted in grey, with a 13-month smoothed version in black; both were275

obtained from Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Observations (SILSO) at the Royal276

Observatory of Belgium (2020). Broadly speaking, solar maximum denotes when the sunspot277

number peaks, and solar minimum is when the sunspot number is at its lowest point;278

this fluctuates on an 11 year cycle (e.g., Hathaway, 2015). There is a solar cycle depen-279

dency to the occurrence of both SIs and SSCs - more events are observed at solar max-280

imum, and fewer at solar minimum. This alludes to the causes of SCs (investigating which281

is out of the scope of this study): Zuo et al. (2015) suggests that the majority of solar282
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Figure 5. (a) SI event amplitude for events 1995-2017 (pink dots) with smoothed sunspot

number overplotted in black. (b) SSC event amplitude for events 1995-2017 (purple dots) with

smoothed sunspot number overplotted in black. (c) median SI amplitude for each year 1995-2017

(pink triangle, aligned halfway through the year as in 1995.5), with error bar showing median

absolute deviation; smoothed sunspot number overplotted in black. (d) as for (c), but for SSCs

(purple). Note that there are no SSCs in 2008/9, hence there is no median value for these years.

wind pressure pulses are generated by CMEs and CIRs, which have a solar cycle depen-283

dence, as discussed in the introduction.284

Additionally, the solar cycle variation in SSCs shares some resemblance to the so-285

lar cycle dependence of major geomagnetic storms presented in Figure 23 of Gopalswamy286

(2022). In particular this is true for the second presented solar cycle: both the SSC vari-287

ation of Figure 4 and Gopalswamy (2022)’s storm variation show a rather flat variation288

across the solar maximum. This resemblance relates to the shared properties of the two289

selected events, and adds weight to the definition of SSCs used in this paper, as it links290

back to geomagnetic storms selected via a different method.291

Finally, the amplitude of SCs with respect to solar cycle is presented in Figure 5.292

The amplitude of all 199 SIs as a function of their onset time is presented in panel 5(a),293

with the smoothed sunspot number overplotted in black. Although there is a lot of vari-294

ability in the data, the highest amplitude SIs occur during solar maximum, and fewer295

high amplitude SIs are observed at solar minimum. The median SI amplitude in each296

year from 1995-2017 is presented as pink triangles in panel 5(c); error bars show the me-297

dian absolute deviation which is a robust measure of the variability in each median cal-298

culation (e.g., Sànchez-Cano et al., 2020; Lester et al., 2022). Although there is a great299

deal of variability from year to year, particularly with 2004-2005, there are some indi-300
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cators of increased SI magnitude around solar maximum, and decreased SI magnitude301

around solar minimum. This is particularly true in the ascending phase of the first pre-302

sented solar cycle (1995 onwards), and the descending phase of the second presented so-303

lar cycle (2014 onwards).304

The amplitude of all 211 SSCs as a function of their onset time is presented in panel305

5(b). Similarly to SIs, the highest amplitude SSCs occur at solar maximum, and fewer306

of these high magnitude events are observed at solar minimum. It is important to note307

that the scale is different to panel 5(a) - for panel 5(b) the y-axis extends to over 120308

nT, so displays some much higher magnitude events. The median SSC amplitude for each309

year from 1995-2017 is presented as purple triangles in Figure 5(d), with error bars rep-310

resenting the median absolute deviation, and the smoothed sunspot number overplot-311

ted in black. Despite some variability, in general greater SSC amplitude is observed at312

the peak of the solar cycle, and lower amplitude is observed at solar minimum. The me-313

dian SSC amplitude curve seems slightly out of phase with the descending phase of the314

first presented solar cycle (2002 onwards). Overall, the median amplitude curve for SSCs315

seems to follow the solar cycle more clearly than for SIs.316

The amplitude of SIs and SSCs reacts quite differently in the declining phase of the317

two presented solar cycles. In the first presented solar cycle (solar cycle 23), there is a318

bump in the declining phase in the magnitude of both SIs and SSCs: this links to ob-319

servations of a large number of fast and/or wide CMEs (Gopalswamy et al., 2015), which320

caused shocks which in turn generated geomagnetic storms. For the next presented so-321

lar cycle (solar cycle 24), there are two peaks for SI magnitude (see Figure 5(c)), per-322

haps relating to the two sub-peaks in sunspot number. For SSCs, the smaller sunspot323

number sub-peak within cycle 24 results in larger amplitude SSCs, which may relate to324

more energetic CMEs.325

4 Statistical differences between SIs and SSC326

Using the stratification of SCs into SIs and SSCs described in the previous section,327

in this section the difference between both the driving pressure pulse and the preceding328

geomagnetic state for the two types of SC will be examined. Starting by comparing the329

differences in the driving event, in Figure 6 histograms of SC amplitude, duration and330

gradient. These are presented as in Figure 1 but with separate distributions for SIs (pink)331

and SSCs (purple). To quantify the differences between the distributions being compared,332

the Student’s T-test is used. First devised by William S. Gosset (Student, 1908), the two333

sample T statistic quantifies the significance in the difference between two distributions.334

T is calculated from the ratio of the difference between the sample means, to the square335

root of the sum of the standard errors of the two samples (e.g., Vaughan, 2013). A larger336

value of T suggests greater difference between the two samples, and the sign of T in-337

dicates which sample mean is greater (here SSC values are compared with SI values, so338

positive T indicates that the SSC sample mean is greater).339

To enhance interpretation, the p statistic is used to quantify the significance of the340

difference between the two samples. p is the probability that the differences between the341

two distributions occurred by chance, rather than some definite difference between the342

two samples. Generally p<0.05 is considered to indicate that the samples are different343

by means other than natural variability. More precisely, p<0.05 indicates that the null344

hypothesis can be rejected: the two samples are not from the same distribution. T and345

p values are presented in Tables 1 and 2, along with sample means for SI and SSC346

distributions.347

In Figure 6(a), the distribution for SSCs is flatter than that for SIs, and extends348

to higher SC amplitudes. This is reflected in the amplitude medians (which are recorded349

on the Figure): the median for SSCs is 21.9 nT, but only 16.9 nT for SIs. This sug-350
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Figure 6. Histograms of SSC (a) event amplitude (b) event duration or ‘rise time’ (c) event

rise gradient from the OE event list (410 events, 199 SIs and 211 SSCs). Pink histogram is for

SIs, purple for SSCs; medians for distributions are indicated with dashed lines in corresponding

colours.
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Table 1. Table of statistics relating to the comparison between SSC and SI event characteris-

tics presented in Figure 6. Note that although the median is presented in Figure 6, the

mean is presented here as it is used in calculation of the T statistic. T statistic is from

comparison of SSCs with SIs, hence positive indicates SSC sample mean is higher than the SI

mean, while negative T indicates the SSC sample mean is lower.

Parameter SI mean SSC mean T p

SC amplitude 19.2 27.0 5.33 1.60×10−7

SC duration 5.1 4.6 -3.41 7.24×10−4

SC gradient 4.1 6.7 5.54 5.38×10−8

gests that stronger events, or equivalently pressure pulses which compress the magne-351

tosphere more, are more likely to drive a SSC than an SI; this may be since a larger amount352

of energy is communicated into the magnetosphere. The p value for this comparison is353

of the order 10−7 , far below the threshold value of 0.05, suggesting there is a difference354

between the SSC and SI distributions other than natural variability.355

The distributions of event duration for SIs (pink) and SSCs (purple) are presented356

in Figure 6(b). The distribution for SIs and SSCs have similar shapes, but the distribu-357

tion for SSCs is shifted towards shorter durations. This is demonstrated in the duration358

medians: the SSC distribution median is 4.4 minutes, whereas the SI distribution me-359

dian is 5.0 minutes. This shows that shorter event durations are driving SSCs, which im-360

plies that more rapid magnetospheric compressions are more likely to generate an SSC361

than an SI. While this comparison has a negative T value, indicating that the SSC mean362

is smaller than the SI mean, the p value also falls far below the 0.05 threshold, indicat-363

ing significant differences between the two distributions.364

Finally, the distributions of event gradient (amplitude divided by duration) are pre-365

sented in Figure 6(c), in pink for SIs and purple for SSCs. The distribution for SSCs spreads366

to higher gradients, which is reflected in the distribution medians - similar to the dis-367

tributions for amplitude. The median gradient for SSCs is 4.6 nT minute−1, almost 50%368

higher than the median gradient for SIs of 3.3 nT minute−1. This suggests that larger,369

more rapid magnetospheric compressions are more likely to drive SSCs than SIs. Hence370

SSCs are driven by events in which greater energy is communicated into the system more371

rapidly than for SIs. This comparison is strengthened with a p value of the order of 10−8,372

indicating significant differences between the two samples.373

Next, the preceding geomagnetic state is assessed using geomagnetic indices and374

also by considering the average IMF and solar wind values which prime the magneto-375

sphere before SC onset. The distributions of various parameters in the 30 minutes be-376

fore SC onset are presented in Figure 7, parameterised by SIs (pink) and SSCs (purple).377

30 mins was chosen as the preceding window, as a longer time period may include pre-378

vious solar wind driving events, and a shorter time period may exclude geomagnetic ac-379

tivity which can vary on short timescales.380

For IMF BZ (panel 7(a)), both distributions are similar shapes, but the distribu-381

tion is shifted towards negative values for SSCs, and positive for SIs. This suggests that382

a magnetosphere which has been primed by a southward IMF is more susceptible to SSCs383

at pressure pulse arrival. Conversely, the magnetosphere is more likely to be primed by384

northward IMF preceding SI onset. This comparison is made significant by a very low385

p value of the order of 10−68. Since energy input into the magnetosphere is greatest un-386

der southward IMF, this suggests that a magnetosphere already primed with greater com-387

munication of solar wind energy into the magnetosphere is more likely to undergo an SSC.388
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Figure 7. Histograms of (a) BZ,GSM (b) BY,GSM (c) BT (d) VSW (e) NSW (f) PSW (g) PCN

(h) AE (i) SYM-H; pink shows distribution for SIs, purple for SSCs. Data taken from 30 minutes

before SC onset. Median values for each distribution are indicated with dashed vertical lines in

corresponding colours.

The distribution shapes and medians are similar for both SIs and SSCs for IMF BY , pre-389

sented in Figure 7(b); although the p value meets the significance criterion, it is high com-390

pared with the other parameters. Still, there may be some difference between the two391

distributions. For the total IMF magnitude, BT (panel 7(c)), the distribution is broader392

for SSCs and has a median over 20% higher than for SIs. This suggests that higher mag-393

nitude IMF is more likely to prime the magnetosphere for an SSC than an SI, this is con-394

firmed by a very low p value of the order of 10−77.395

Distributions of the solar wind flow speed, VSW , are presented in Figure 7(d). The396

distribution for SSCs is broader, and extends to higher values than for SIs. This is re-397

flected in the medians for the distributions: for SIs the median is 365.5 km s−1, slower398

than the median for SSCs of 408.7 km s−1. Hence a faster solar wind speed is priming399

the magnetosphere preceding SSCs. This comparison is strengthened by one of the low-400

est calculated p values, of the order of 10−150: this suggests there is a difference between401
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Table 2. Table of statistics relating to the comparison between SSC and SI event characteris-

tics presented in Figure 7. Note that although the median is presented in Figure 6, the

mean is presented here as it is used in calculation of the T statistic. T statistic is from

comparison of SSCs with SIs, hence positive indicates SSC sample mean is higher than the SI

mean, while negative T indicates the SSC sample mean is lower.

Parameter SI mean SSC mean T p

BZ 1.0 -0.3 -17.62 1.46×10−68

BY 0.4 0.7 2.70 6.88×10−3

BT 5.8 7.0 18.75 3.20×10−77

VSW 378.6 427.5 26.63 1.16×10−150

NSW 8.7 8.9 1.48 0.138
PSW 2.4 2.9 10.53 9.18×10−26

PCN 0.4 1.7 7.72 1.30×10−14

AE 103.2 247.9 41.24 0.00
SYM-H -0.9 -14.1 -41.02 0.00

the two distributions other than natural variability. The distributions for solar wind den-402

sity, NSW (panel 7(e)), are similar, although the median is slightly higher for SIs than403

SSCs. This may suggest that the magnetosphere is primed by higher solar wind density404

for SIs, but the difference is only around 8%. However, the p value for NSW is greater405

than 0.05, so the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. Therefore there is not a clear dif-406

ference between the two distributions - so differences in solar wind density before SC on-407

set are unlikely to be a controlling factor. For solar wind dynamic pressure, the distri-408

butions are again similar, although the distribution for SSCs is slightly broader; the p409

value meets the significance criterion. The median value for SSCs is about 17% higher,410

suggesting that the magnetosphere is compressed more before SSC onset than for SI on-411

set, and this is dominated by a component of higher solar wind flow speed.412

Finally, distributions of geomagnetic indices in the 30 minutes preceding SC on-413

set are presented. Note that the p significance criterion is met for all three indices, with414

zero values for AE and SYM-H - see Table 2. These characterise internal magnetospheric415

activity before each SC. For the polar cap index, PCN , presented in Figure 7(g) the dis-416

tribution is broader, and has higher magnitude for SSCs than SIs. The median value for417

SIs is smaller than average values presented by Fogg et al. (2022), whereas the median418

value for SSCs is larger than average values. Hence there may be stronger than average419

polar ionospheric currents preceding SSCs, suggesting faster cross polar flow of magnetic420

flux. For the auroral electrojet index, AE, presented in Figure 7(h), the distribution is421

much broader for SSCs, with a median over twice as large as that for SIs. Therefore au-422

roral activity is greater preceding SSCs, which may allude to other activity including sub-423

storms. Finally, the ring current index preceding SCs is presented in Figure 7(i). A much424

broader distribution is seen for SSCs, with a median ten times as negative. This may425

suggest that the magnetosphere is primed by storm activity before SSC onset, and less426

likely to be primed in this way before SI onset.427

5 Superposed Epoch Analysis of SIs and SSCs428

The average evolution of various solar wind and IMF parameters relative to SC on-429

set will be described using a superposed epoch analysis. The onset of each event rounded430

down to the nearest minute is used as t = 0: the times are rounded down as this gives431

the integration window during which the event happens, rather than the next one if the432

time were rounded up. This is in keeping with the OMNI data which is minute resolu-433
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tion. The value of each parameter is extracted from 60 minutes before to 60 minutes af-434

ter each event onset (note that the 60 minutes following onset will include the duration435

of the SC rise). These time series are arranged relative to onset time, and the median436

value across all events at each minute relative to onset time is extracted as the super-437

posed epoch value. For each of these points, the median absolute deviation (η) is cal-438

culated as a robust measure of the amount of variability in each median calculation (e.g.,439

Sànchez-Cano et al., 2020; Lester et al., 2022). These results are presented in Figure 8,440

with solid curves representing the median values and a shade showing ±1η.441

The superposed epoch trace of IMF BZ shows weakly negative BZ before onset for442

SSCs, which increases in magnitude after onset. Conversely, the BZ trace shows weakly443

positive BZ before SI onset, but this also increases in magnitude after onset. This in-444

dicates moderate southward IMF following onset for SSCs, and moderate northward IMF445

for SIs: more energy is being communicated between the IMF and the magnetosphere446

under southward IMF, potentially helping to drive an SSC. The variability represented447

by ±1η shows a broader parameter space following onset, which indeed is the case for448

most parameters and indicates the variability in the magnetospheric system after SC on-449

set. For IMF BY , the median trace hovers around zero throughout the interval; this sug-450

gests there is no particular BY preference generating SIs or SSCs. For the total IMF mag-451

nitude, presented in panel 8(c), the magnitude is higher throughout for SSCs, and this452

difference increases after onset.453

As suggested in the analysis from Figure 7, the solar wind flow speed (panel 8(d))454

is higher throughout the interval for SSCs. However, for NSW (panel 8(e)), the traces455

are very similar for both event types, relating to the non-significant differences between456

distributions presented in Figure 7 and Table 2. For solar wind dynamic pressure, PSW ,457

which is presented in panel 8(f), the trace for SSCs is slightly higher before onset, and458

this difference increases after onset. Hence the larger pressure for SSCs is dominated by459

an increase in flow speed, with little contribution from the density. This agrees with anal-460

ysis from Figure 6, which suggested that SSCs are driven by events of higher magnitude461

i.e. a larger compression driven by a larger pressure increase.462

Finally, the superposed epoch technique was applied to geomagnetic indices. The463

polar cap index, PCN (panel 8(g)) shows a steady trace before onset with a short de-464

crease at onset followed by an enhancement for both SC types. The values for SSCs are465

higher throughout, but the separation increases after onset. This may suggest initially466

a slowing of flux movement as the ionosphere reconfigures following SC onset, indicated467

by a drop on PCN . This is followed by a rapid enhancement of antisunwards flux trans-468

port, indicated by an enhancement in PCN . This may result as the incompressible iono-469

sphere cannot instantaneously restructure: flows must slow down before they can change470

direction as the convection pattern restructures (this was observed by e.g., Fogg et al.471

(2023)).472

For SIs, the AE index (panel 8(h)) is steady beforehand with a slight increase fol-473

lowing onset; for SSCs, AE shows a sharp increase at onset, and steadily increases be-474

yond that. This demonstrates greater activity in the auroral zone preceding and follow-475

ing SSCs than SIs, suggesting that SSCs follow a more active interval, and that this ac-476

tivity is enhanced by pressure pulse arrival. The ring current index, SYM-H (panel 8(i))477

is steady for both event types before onset and rises sharply at onset. For SIs, SYM-H478

is around zero before onset, rises to positive values and remains steady after onset. For479

SSCs, SYM-H is at negative values before onset, rises sharply at onset (as a result of the480

increased magnetopause current causing an increase in the vertical component of the mag-481

netic field in the equatorial plane (e.g., Araki, 1994; Fogg et al., 2023)) and begins to de-482

cay towards negative values almost immediately (indicating a move towards storm time).483

This suggests that SSCs are more likely to happen when the ring current is already en-484

ergised, and hence is primed for a geomagnetic storm. This has some similarity to re-485
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Figure 8. Superposed epoch analysis of (a) BZ,GSM (b) BY,GSM (c) BT (d) VSW (e) NSW (f)

PSW (g) PCN (h) AE (i) SYM-H relative to SC onset. Solid line indicates the median value for

each epoch time, shade shows ±1η. Traces in purple are for SSCs, in pink for SIs. A solid vertical

line indicates onset time at t = 0; where appropriate, a dashed horizontal line indicates zero.
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sults by Xie et al. (2008) who showed that preexisting ring currents can prolong storm486

duration.487

To investigate the differences between the superposed epoch traces further, the dif-488

ference between the two traces is presented in Figure 9 (SI trace - SSC trace). The dif-489

ference between SIs and SSCs for BZ presented in Figure 9(a) shows a difference of mag-490

nitude around 1 nT, rising to around 3 nT after onset. For BY , there is little difference491

before onset, but small fluctuating differences after onset, suggesting perhaps that there492

is a small BY component to the events driving SSCs which was hard to identify from Fig-493

ure 8(b). Since a small amount of BY changes the reconnection sites this may suggest494

greater energy input from dayside reconnection (e.g., Grocott et al., 2003, 2004, 2008).495

For BT , the difference plot presented in panel 9(c) shows that around SSC onset the IMF496

magnitude is greater, and that this difference increases after onset.497

Panel 9(d) shows about 40 km s−1 faster solar wind speed before SSC onset, in-498

creasing gradually to 80 km s−1 after onset. For the solar wind density, there is little dif-499

ference between the two, and there is a great deal of variability, however it could be ar-500

gued that there is a slightly larger solar wind density leading up to SI onset, however the501

p value presented in Table 2 suggests the difference between distributions in this period502

is not significant. Panel 9(f) shows the difference between the two traces of solar wind503

dynamic pressure, demonstrating that solar wind pressure is slightly higher leading up504

to SSCs, and this increases to a difference of 2 nPa following onset (equal to the 2000-505

2004 average magnitude for PSW presented by Fogg et al. (2022)).506

The difference between the two traces of the polar cap index is presented in Fig-507

ure 9(g), and shows an initially higher PCN for SSCs, which rapidly increases to a dif-508

ference of about 2 mV m−1 (a difference more than two times larger than the 2000-2004509

median value reported by Fogg et al. (2022)). This suggests much faster cross polar con-510

vection of magnetic flux following SSC onset than SI onset, with some initial difference511

observed also. Similarly, for AE (panel 9(h)), values are about 100 nT larger preceding512

SSC onset, and this difference increases after onset to around 300 nT. This suggests greater513

auroral activity before SSC onset than SI onset, followed by even greater activity after514

onset for SSCs. Finally, the difference between SYM-H traces is presented in panel 9(i).515

Before onset, the SI trace is about 10 nT more positive than the SSC trace. This gap516

is almost closed at onset, as the SSC trace rises rapidly to positive values, almost meet-517

ing the SI trace. Then the SSC trace begins to decay to more negative values, and so518

the difference trace increases again, indicating more positive values for SIs. This shows519

that although the SSC trace begins in storm-like negative values, it increases rapidly to520

greater magnitude (as suggested by the amplitude distributions in Figure 6) than SIs,521

before beginning to decay back to storm-like negative values.522

It is important to note that for some parameters, the differences between super-523

posed epoch traces, presented in Figure 9, are small. This must caveat interpretation.524

However some conclusions can be made based on the evolution of the different param-525

eters.526

6 Discussion and Summary527

SCs, like all space weather, can have a dramatic impact on the Earth’s magneto-528

sphere, and so understanding the differences between how pressure pulses drive the mag-529

netosphere is of vital importance as society moves towards better prediction of space weather530

and mitigation of its effects. In this paper, the differences in situations where a solar wind531

pressure pulse drives a geomagnetic storm (an SSC) and otherwise (an SI) have been anal-532

ysed. This will help to understand the effects of SCs on solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere533

coupling.534
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Figure 9. Difference between SI and SSC superposed epoch traces (SI trace - SSC trace) for

(a) BZ,GSM (b) BY,GSM (c) BT (d) VSW (e) NSW (f) PSW (g) PCN (h) AE (i) SYM-H rela-

tive to SC onset. A solid vertical line indicates onset time at t=0; where appropriate, a dashed

horizontal line indicates zero.
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An interesting result from this study is that larger and/or faster magnetospheric535

compressions are more likely to result in SSCs. For example, a larger magnetospheric536

compression may communicate more energy (from a larger change in the solar wind) into537

the magnetosphere, which may lead to a build up of energy which then transforms into538

a geomagnetic storm. For more rapid compressions, the mechanism may be more sub-539

tle. In this case, energy is being driven more quickly into the magnetosphere; this may540

stimulate subtly different ULF wave activity which may be associated with storm dy-541

namics. More rapid compressions could also lead to greater energy input into the mag-542

netosphere overall than a slower compression of the same magnitude.543

Additionally, it has been shown that in the 30 minutes preceding SC onset, the mag-544

netosphere is primed by southward IMF and higher geomagnetic activity prior to SSCs,545

when compared with SIs. In the instance where southward IMF primes the magneto-546

sphere, more energy is being communicated into the magnetosphere from the IMF and547

solar wind as a result of dayside magnetic reconnection, and so the magnetosphere is more548

susceptible to geomagnetic storms; indeed a period of sustained southward IMF is one549

of the preparatory factors in storm ignition (e.g., Walach & Grocott, 2019). In a sim-550

ilar sense, a higher solar wind speed and pressure preceding SSCs alludes to a magne-551

tosphere that is already compressed, and hence more energised. Finally, when geomag-552

netic activity is higher in the 30 minutes preceding SC onset, the magnetosphere is al-553

ready perturbed, and more susceptible to the triggering of a geomagnetic storm and hence554

an SC becoming an SSC.555

Although there are apparent differences between the traces for SSCs and SIs in the556

superposed epoch analysis presented in Figure 8, there is some overlap in the median ab-557

solute deviation. For example, it is clear from the shade in panel 8(a) that although on558

average SSCs are preceded by southward IMF, some events are preceded by northward559

IMF. This leads to a question as to what the driving mechanism is between the pressure560

pulse compression itself, which links to the generation of a geomagnetic storm. Although561

southward IMF is the average, either BZ sign is possible, so the pressure pulse itself must562

be driving the storm. Hence a question remains: what is the mechanism which links a563

magnetospheric compression to a geomagnetic storm? Are they related or are SSCs sim-564

ply compressions which are coincidentally followed by a geomagnetic storm? The time-565

series of SYM-H presented in panel 8(i) supports the former: SYM-H begins to move to-566

wards storm values immediately after SC onset. A follow up study analysing the 12 hours567

that follow SC onset may help to shine light on this.568

A summary of key results from the paper is given below:569

1. There is a solar cycle dependence to the occurrence of both SIs and SSCs. More570

events are observed at solar maximum than solar minimum. The relationship be-571

tween SSCs and sunspot number is more subtle, due to dependence on CMEs which572

can deviate from sunspot number.573

2. More events of higher magnitude are observed at solar maximum than solar min-574

imum for both SIs and SSCs. The average magnitude for SSCs follows the solar575

cycle more clearly.576

3. SSCs are more likely to be driven by pressure pulses with higher magnitude and577

shorter duration than SIs.578

4. The magnetosphere is primed by southward IMF (northward for SIs), larger IMF579

magnitude, faster solar wind speed and higher solar wind pressure for SSCs.580

5. Geomagnetic indices suggest higher activity at polar, auroral, and equatorial lat-581

itudes preceding SSCs, when compared with SIs.582

6. Following SC onset, SSCs see larger increases in IMF magnitude; for SSCs IMF583

BZ becomes more negative, and for SIs BZ becomes more positive. BY results are584

inconclusive.585
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7. Following SC onset, SSCs present larger increases in solar wind speed and pres-586

sure, there is some evidence SIs see larger solar wind density.587

8. SSCs see larger magnitude geomagnetic indices before and after onset, and par-588

ticularly see negative SYM-H values before onset.589

In summary, it is both the contribution of the size of the pressure pulse event, and590

the preceding geomagnetic state that contributes to whether a pressure pulse triggers591

a geomagnetic storm. Additionally, the polarity of IMF BZ before the onset of the SC592

contributes to the geoeffectiveness of the pressure pulse: southward IMF before pressure593

pulse arrival is more likely to drive an SSC. SSCs are more likely to be driven by SC events594

with higher magnitude, which has been shown to be proportional to the height of the595

pressure pulse itself (Siscoe et al., 1968; Russell et al., 1992; Takeuchi, Araki, et al., 2002);596

therefore SSCs are driven by larger solar wind pressure pulses than SIs. Similarly, SSCs597

are driven by more rapid pressure enhancements: it was found that SSCs have shorter598

rise times than SIs. Finally, SSCs are more likely to happen when the magnetosphere599

is primed by stronger solar wind and IMF conditions, and/or higher geomagnetic activ-600

ity, perhaps even already in storm time.601
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